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#-----------------------------PLEASE NOTE-------------------------------------#
#This OLGA file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation  #
#of the song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or   #
#research. Remember to view this file in Courier, or some other monospaced    #
#font. See http://www.olga.net/faq/ for more information.                     #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#

Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2000 15:01:35 -0400
From: rhcptabs@rocked.co.uk
Subject: m/millencolin/no_cigar.crd

Band: MillenColin
Song: No Cigar

From: Jon Ireson
Email: mrkipling@punkrocker.co.uk

---------------------------------

Here it is, the tab for the new MillenColin song, No Cigar, 
taken from Punk-o-Rama 5, tabbed by myself, and Alex Pitt, for our band 
The Mr. Kipling Experience 
(http://user.itl.net/~johni/mrkiplingexperience/index.html) so 
that we could play it. It is all out own work, so we take the 
credit, i thank you.

NB - bass plays the same chords as the guitar during the song, no special 
tuning (like drop tuning) needed.

this is all played as barre chords, and should be done playing the DAE 
strings, not all 6, to get the more punk sound than full barre chords.

Verse tabs are as follows:

C#, E, A, F# (repeat these, but go back to A before going to verse) 

e|----------------
B|----------------
G|-6--9-----------
D|-6--9--7--4-----
A|-4--7--7--4-----
E|-x--x--5--2-----
   C# E  A  F#

Chorus tabs are as follows:



E, F#, A (repeat Em)

e|-------------
B|-------------
G|-------------
D|-9--11--7----
A|-9--11--7----
E|-7--9---5----
   E  F#  A

Bridge: 

F#, A (repeats A few times)

e|---------
B|---------
G|---------
D|-4--7----
A|-4--7----
E|-2--5----
   F# A

And of course for the second guitar part which appears now and then, do 
the following:

e|--------------
B|-9999-9999----
G|-9999-8888----
D|--------------
A|--------------
E|--------------

just repeat that enough times, and it ll sound good, neads to be done 
with a clear tone on the guitar though, and everything is done with punky 
overdrive, and palm muted as well in some places. listen to the song to 
figure out the order, and when to PM or not.

check out http://www.geocities.com/rhcptabs/index.html (also hosted by me) 
for Red Hot Chili Peppers tabs, and also email us on 
mrkipling@punkrocker.co.uk for info about our band or more punk tabs!

rock out

-Jon


